
Assistant  CEO  details
challenges  city  faces  on
homeless issues
Costa Mesa Assistant CEO Rick Francis told attendees of the
monthly Chamber of Commerce Breakfast Boost that the city is
working hard through community outreach and with the help of
clergy and others to address the problems of homelessness
here.

“We are willing to do our fair share and we will never back
down from that,” Francis told the group gathered at the Costa
Mesa Country Club on Thursday morning. “But if every city took
care of their own, this problem would be a lot easier to
manage.”

Francis noted that recent counts of homeless in Costa Mesa
show  a  45  percent  increase  in  that  population,  but  his
presentation highlighted the success of the city’s outreach
efforts and the work of the Network for Homeless Solutions, a
city-sponsored group that includes, clergy, code enforcement,
police and city outreach staff.

For  example  since  2013,  the  city  was  able  to  house  122
homeless people and reconnect 31 people with family members.
From June of 2015 through December, volunteers clocked upward
of 880 hours helping the homeless.

He pointed out to the audience several of the factors that
lead  to  homelessness,  including  the  price  of  housing,
underemployment, a dramatic increase in drug use and abuse,
especially heroin, and sober living home operators who have
clients that drop out and go back onto the streets.

Changes in legislation to address prison overcrowding have
also led to problems as criminal offenders spend less time
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incarcerated and are free to commit crimes more quickly.

Joining Francis at the breakfast were members of the city’s
Network for Homeless Solutions, including Bill Nelson of Fresh
Beginnings  Ministry,  Ian  Stevenson  of  Trellis  and  Muriel
Ullman, the city’s homeless liaison. City CEO Tom Hatch and
Fire Chief Dan Stefano also attended the breakfast.
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